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Abstract. The effect of an interpixel gap on light leakage in a free-space
liquid-crystal-based dynamic channel blocker/equalizer is studied. The
electric field components along the driving electric field within the liquid
crystal interpixel gap are numerically calculated. The results show non-
uniform distributions in both width and thickness. The numeric results on
the relation between gap width and electric field distribution are also
presented. A 20-channel, 200-GHz channel-spacing blocker/equalizer on
the C band with flat tops and a 40-dB extinction ratio is fabricated and
examined.
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Introduction

he dynamic channel blocker/equalizer �DCBE� is a funda-
ental building block for reconfigurable optical add/drop
ultiplexer �ROADM� and optical crossconnect �OXC�

odes within a dense wavelength division multiplexing
DWDM� network. Individual channels �wavelengths� of
ptical traffic are dynamically routed in a timely manner
ithin this network. The DCBE allows individual wave-

engths in the DWDM fiber to be passed, blocked, or equal-
zed dynamically in routing nodes controlled electronically.

number of technical approaches for the use of the
OADM and/or OXC have been explored, including ar-

ayed waveguide gratings �AWGs�,1 fiber Bragg gratings
FBGs�,2 and free-space optical systems.3–5 Of these, free-
pace configurations are attractive because of their easy up-
radeability, cost effectiveness, and large channel handling
apability. Microelectromechanical systems �MEMS�3 and
iquid crystal �LC�4,5 are two major technologies investi-
ated widely in the free-space configuration of the DCBE.
he key advantages of using LC instead of MEMS include
o moving parts and proven reliability. Figure 1 depicts the
chematic of a two-port DCBE. The multiwavelength light
�1 to �8� in the DWDM fiber is coupled into the DCBE
nput. Depending on the amount of the electric voltage ap-
lied to the wavelength manipulating units �LC cells in the
C approach�, the individual wavelengths can be passed,
091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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attenuated, or blocked. Channels 3, 5, and 6 are blocked,
and the remaining channels are equalized, as shown in Fig.
1.

A key technical issue for the OADM and OXC designs
is reducing cross talk, which can severely degrade system
performance. In fact, the interference caused by the leakage
of signal into adjacent channels can be a main source of
errors and the major limit of the network size. To avoid the
interference between the remainder of the blocked signal
and the signal added to the same wavelength in ROADM or
OXC, a DCBE with a high extinction ratio and low inter-
channel leakage is necessary. In other words, a seamless
concatenation of adjacent cells for continuous filtering
characters requires a carefully designed LC array �i.e., LC
cells and the interpixel gaps�. If the interpixel gap is too
small, the voltage applied to one cell may affect the adja-
cent cell by extending its fringe field into the adjacent LC
cell. On the other hand, if the interpixel gap is too large, the
light may leak through the interpixel gap when both chan-
nels are supposed to be blocked. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no study focusing on interpixel gap leakage
has been conducted. Clearly, to optimize the DCBE’s driv-
Fig. 1 Schematic of a DCBE.
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ng voltage and provide appropriate predictions for the de-
ice’s performance, we must thoroughly study the driving
lectrical field distributions, especially those within the in-
erpixel gap of the LC cells, before any realistic design can
e possible. In this work, we present both simulation and
xperimental studies of a C-band 20-channel 200-GHz
hannel-spacing LC-based DCBE with a 40-dB extinction
atio.

Liquid-Crystal-Based Free-Space Dynamic
Channel Blocker/Equalizer

igure 2 depicts the concept of a free-space DCBE that
onsists of a linear array of LC spatial light modulators
SLMs� combined with a diffraction grating. The input
ultiwavelength light impinges on the diffraction grating

urface, where the light is angularly diffracted in space as a
unction of the wavelength. The diffracted light passes
hrough the LC SLM array that controls the individual
avelengths to be passed, blocked, or equalized by apply-

ng different amounts of the electric voltage to the LC cells.
mirror is used to fold the optical path back, making the

evice more compact. The wavelengths reflected by the
irror pass through the SLMs a second time, allowing a
ore effective modulation. A dispersion prism is added to

ompensate for the nonlinear wavelength distribution of the
iffraction grating. The collimating lens is used to collimate
he input light and focus the refracted light to the mirror
lane. Because diffraction efficiency is dependent on polar-
zation, the beam displacer �BD� and the half-wave plate
not shown in the figure� are used to convert the input light
ntering the diffraction grating into a single-polarization
ight to achieve high efficiency and reduce polarization-
ependent loss.

As mentioned before, the manipulation of the individual
hannels is implemented by an array of LC SLMs in which
ndividual cells are controlled by the driving voltage. The
C SLM array is formed by the twisted nematic LC sand-
iched between two parallel glass plates coated with in-
ium tin oxide �ITO�. One plate, with ITO fully covered, is
sed as the common electrode for the driving electronics.
he LC SLMs are defined by the patterned ITO cells on the
ther plate. The thickness of the LC is chosen by design to
roduce a � /2 retardance. To illustrate the “passed” and the
blocked” states, Fig. 3 depicts the side view of the com-
ination of one LC SLM and the mirror. The LC SLM
onsists of an LC cell placed between two BDs. The input
ight with random polarization is split by the first BD into
wo orthogonally polarized components, namely the ordi-
ary ray �represented by the dots in the figure� and the
xtraordinary ray �represented by the bars in the figure�. If

ig. 2 The concept of a free-space DCBE consisting of a linear
rray of LC SLMs combined with a diffraction grating.
he input light into the DCBE needs to be passed, a zero
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voltage is applied to the LC cell. When two orthogonally
polarized components pass through it, the LC rotates the
polarization states by 90 deg; therefore, the two compo-
nents are recombined when they leave the second BD and
fall normal to the mirror. The light paths within the second
beamsplitter in the “passed” state are represented as dash
lines in Fig. 3. The mirror reflects the light back to its
original path. On the other hand, if the light needs to be
blocked, a “blocked state” voltage is applied to the LC cell,
so that the polarization states of the two orthogonally po-
larized components to the LC cell remain unaffected.
Hence, they are scattered after leaving the second BD and
subsequently hit the coarse side walls of the mirror block.
In other words, in the blocked state, LC birefringence is
removed by applied voltage. As shown in the next section,
in the blocked state, any remaining LC birefringence can
decrease the DCBE extinction ratio. The light paths within
the second beamsplitter in the blocked state are represented
as solid lines in Fig. 3.

Special attention is needed when several sequential
channels in the DCBE are driven to the blocked state. If the
electric fields in the interpixel gap region are not strong
enough to align the molecules in the direction of the driving
electric field, the birefringence that causes the light leakage
will be seen in this region. We developed a mathematical
model to simulate the electrical field distribution in LC
cells. The simulation program allows driving electrodes,
with various patterns, to be placed in different positions. It
uses a “nodal analysis” method to model the LC array. The
LC array is divided into k�k grids. For each node, Kirch-
hoff’s current law is applied. By solving a linear equation
set, the program finds voltages at each node, and then elec-

Fig. 3 Side view of the combined LC SLM and mirror.

Fig. 4 Electric field underneath the ITO electrodes and between the

LC cells.
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ric field distributions are calculated. The simulation model
s not only applicable to dc electrical field but also valid for
c signals. For ac driving signals, each grid should be con-
idered as a parallel connection of a resister and a capacitor.
he voltage applied across each grid will be determined by

he relative impedance of the grid. The simulation of the
lectric field distribution across the interpixel gap allows us
o estimate the LC gap effect on DCBE performance. Fig-
re 4 illustrates the simulation results of the electric field
nderneath the ITO electrodes and between the LC cells
one gap and part of two adjacent electrodes are shown,
hough 20 channels are simulated�. The electric field shown
n the simulation results denotes the field components along
he driving electric field, which affect the LC molecules’
lignment. The voltage applied to the LC is 5 V. The gap
idth between the electrodes, which are 200 �m wide, is
0 �m. The thickness of the LC cell is 11 �m. The data
how that the electric fields in the gap area are small and
each the minimums in the middle of the gap with only
0% or less of that underneath the ITO electrodes. The
imulation suggests that when two adjacent channels are
riven to the blocked states, the LC molecules between the
lectrodes do not align perfectly to the driving electric field,
ecause of the weak and nonuniform field in this region,
esulting in birefringence that prevents the light from being
ompletely blocked. The sharp electric field peaks shown in
ig. 4 �and in Fig. 5 later� are due to the edge effect of the
TO electrodes.

The situation is improved when the interpixel gap width
s reduced, and the pixel pitch remains at 250 �m. Figure 5
epicts the electric field distribution underneath the ITO
lectrodes and between the LC cells. The gap width is
2 �m �i.e., 238-�m ITO width�, and the rest of the pa-
ameters remain the same. As expected, the electric field
eaches the minimum in the middle of the interpixel gaps;
owever, along the thickness direction, toward the ground
lectrode, the minimum field strength gradually increases
nd eventually attains approximately 70% of the strength
nderneath the electrodes.

The interactive effect between LC cells for different gap
izes is studied. The maximum acceptable gap width that
uarantees no light leakage through the interpixel gaps
hen adjacent channels are supposed to be blocked is cho-

ig. 5 Electric field underneath the ITO electrodes and between the
C cells.
en based on the simulation combined with the single LC
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cell experiment. With fixed channel spacing, the “optimal”
gap width can be determined based on the specifications on
the passband bandwidth, blockband bandwidth, isolation,
etc. In other words, DCBE specifications behave as the
constraint as we try to determine the “optimal” interpixel
gap width of LC array. Other factors, such as the type of
LC and how the driving voltage is applied, affect gap width
selection. In our study, a 10-�m gap width is determined,
as described in the following section, to be the optimal
interpixel gap width that gives the desired bandwidths.

3 Experimental Results
A free-space 20-channel 200-GHz channel-spacing DCBE
on the C band �1531.116 to 1561.419 nm� is fabricated
with emphasis on the study of the interpixel gap effect on
light leakage. An 1100-line/mm diffraction grating with a
physical dimension of 9.5�7�4 mm is used. The thick-
ness of the LC, 11 �m, is controlled by the spacers placed
between two glass plates with ITO electrodes that define
the LC cells. The LC cells repeat every 250 �m with inter-
pixel gaps of 50 �m �i.e., 200-�m ITO electrode width�.

Fig. 6 Experimental results of the output spectrum with three adja-
cent channels blocked for a DCBE with a 50-�m interpixel gap.

Fig. 7 Transmitted power as a function of frequency when seven

adjacent channels are blocked. The interpixel gap width is 10 �m.
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igure 6 depicts the experimental result of the output power
s a function of frequency for the device. The figure shows
hree blocked adjacent channels. The device has an inser-
ion loss �IL� of less than 5 dB for the passed channels, and
n extinction ratio of about 40 dB at the center of the
locked channels. Power leakages with a peak value of
pproximately 18 dB through the interpixel gaps are ob-
erved, which are not unexpected. Based on the simulation
esults presented in Sec. 2, the electrical field within the
ap becomes smaller and reaches its minimums �nearly
ero� at the center of the gap. The reduced field strength
nd the field’s nonuniformity in the gap region prevent the
C molecules from rotating their polarization to the
locked state, thus yielding the maximum light leakage at
he center of the interpixel gaps.

ig. 8 The 3-dB bandwidth for a passed channel measured to be
40 GHz.

ig. 9 The 30-dB bandwidth for a blocked channel measured to be

22 GHz.
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To improve the light leakage caused by the interpixel
gap effect, a 200-GHz channel-spacing DCBE with a re-
duced gap width of 10 �m �i.e., 240-�m ITO electrode
width�, which is otherwise identical to the first DCBE, is
fabricated. Based on the simulation results, when the gap
width is decreased, the strength of the electric field within
the gap region is increased. The field strength in the middle
of the gap reaches 80% or more underneath the ITO elec-
trodes in the region close to the ground electrode. With the
fold-back design of the DCBE, the light passes the LC
SLMs twice; therefore, the modulation is enhanced. Figure
7 depicts transmitted power as a function of frequency
when seven adjacent channels are blocked. As expected, a
40-dB extinction ratio is observed, and there are no power
leakages through the interpixel gaps. Passed channels have
flat tops, and the insertion losses are less than 5 dB.

Figures 8 and 9 depict typical bandwidths for both
passed and blocked channels. The 3-dB bandwidth for
passed channels is measured to be 140 GHz, as shown in
Fig. 8, and the 30-dB bandwidth for blocked channels is
122 GHz, as shown in Fig. 9. More measured bandwidths
from the peak IL for both blocked and passed channels are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

4 Summary
A free-space 20-channel 200-GHz channel-spacing DCBE
with a 40-dB extinction ratio and less than 4-dB IL is pre-
sented. Based on our numerical results, the electric field
components along the driving electric field within the inter-
pixel gap are not uniformly distributed in width and thick-
ness. The field strength increases with the reduction of gap
width. The nonuniformity of the field may cause the LC
molecules in this region not to align perfectly with the driv-
ing electric field and result in light leakage. On the other
hand, if the interpixel gap is too small, the voltage applied
to one cell may affect the adjacent cell by extending its
fringe field into the adjacent LC cell. Therefore, a thorough
understanding of the driving electric field distribution
within the interpixel gaps is necessary for designing a high-
performance DCBE. The simulation and experimental re-
sults presented in this work demonstrate the validity of our
simulation model developed to investigate driving electric
field distribution within an interpixel gap.

Table 1 Bandwidths from the peak IL for blocked channels.

IL �dB� 30 25 15 10

Block channel bandwidth �GHz� 122 140 178 203

Table 2 Bandwidths from the peak IL for passed channels.

IL �dB� 0.5 1 3 15 30

Pass channel bandwidth �GHz� 88 105 140 220 274
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